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Temperature and velocity boundary layers in turbulent convection
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We experimentally study the temperature and velocity fields in high Rayleigh number (Ra) convection

by making local measurements as a function of distance from the boundary in a cubic cell. The experi-
ments are performed at two different Prandtl numbers (Pr). In water (Pr =6.6), we measure the thermal

and viscous boundary layers for Ra= 1X10 . We also estimate the advective heat transport in the cell.
In room temperature gas (Pr=0.7), we measure the thermal boundary layer for Ra from 5X10' to
1 X 10". Its thickness scales as Ra ' for Ra & 2 X 10 . We measure a second length scale at both Pr us-

ing the maximum cutoff frequency of the power spectrum, and demonstrate that it corresponds to the
maximum velocity of the large scale circulation. In the gas, this length is consistent with a Ra ' scal-

ing for Ra )2 X 10 . We also present the temperature skewness and the effects of Pr.

PACS number(s): 47.27.Nz, 47.27.Te

I. Ih rRODUCriON

Two of the main phenomena in turbulent Rayleigh-
Benard convection are a power law dependence of the di-
mensionless heat flux (Nu) on Rayleigh number (Ra)
[1-4],and a persistent large scale circulation, the veloci-
ty of which also scales with Ra [3,5,6]. These phenomena
have been observed up to the highest Ra achieved
(-10' ) through measurements of heat flux, local temper-
ature fluctuations in the cell, and visualization. The heat
flux is determined by thermal boundary layers at the top
and bottom plates, and the large scale circulation pro-
duces viscous boundary layers at the walls. To study
these layers directly, local measurement of temperature
and velocity must be made at difFerent distances from the
surfaces. Previous such studies in turbulent convection
did not illuminate these phenomena, as they were made
in a limited range of relatively low Ra [7]. We were thus
motivated to measme the temperature and velocity
boundary layers.

The experimental consensus on the scaling law
Nu-Ra is that a-0.28-0.30, about —', . The measured

values are clearly difFerent from —,', which is predicted by
assuming that the thermal boundary layer is determined
by self-instability, and is therefore independent of the cell
height I- [8]. a= —,'implies that the thermal layers does

depend on L. Since the large scale circulation is an eddy
of size L, it may pertain to the scaling of Nu. This has
been taken into account in a model which derives the 7

scaling, and the velocity scaling, by explicitly including a
shear at the wall [9]. The relation between heat flux and
shear in turbulent convection has been addressed experi-

mentally by artificially shearing the thermal layer in
different ways [4,10].

In essence, the problem is to find the relation between
the temperature and velocity boundary layers. These two
layers are each somehow produced by the thermal insta-
bility in the cell, and each plays a role in the transfer of
heat between the plates. As we shall show, their
thicknesses scale difFerently with Ra, which may ulti-
mately put a bound on the range of Ra where the —', law
holds for Nu. Our data suggest a —,

' power law for the
heat flux, imposed by the velocity layer for Ra greater
than 10'4.

Previous experiments have used helium gas at 5 K to
change Ra over many orders of magnitude in the same
cell, but the use of moveable probes and flow visualiza-
tion is dilcult in such cryogenic systems. We therefore
choose to perform our experiments at room temperature,
focusing on the boundary layer near one of the plates in a
cell of cubic geometry. By varying the pressure of several
gases, we cover a range of Ra from 5X10 to 1X10"
(Pr=0.7), and measure the thermal boundary layer thick-
ness with movable thermistors [11]. This measurement
gives us the local heat flux. Because velocity measure-
ment is difBcult in gas, we use water at Ra=1X10
(Pr=6.6) and directly measure the viscous layer [12].
The water experiment teaches us that the maximum ve-
locity of the large scale circulation is at the same position
as the maximum cutoff frequency of the temperature
power spectrum. We then return to the gas and use this
cutoff frequency to measure indirectly the location of the
maximum velocity, and its dependence on Ra. The ob-
served scaling of the cutoff frequency with Ra confirms
its identification with the large scale circulation velocity.

II. THK HEAT FLUX

Present address: Physikalisches Institut, Universitat Bayreuth,
95440 Bayreuth, Germany.

~Also at NEC Research Institute, 4 Independence Way, Prince-
ton, NJ 08540.

A. Experimental setup: gas

Let us describe the experimental apparatus for the
high-pressure gas experiment. The setup allows for both
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visualization and movable temperature probes. A dia-
gram is shown in Fig. 1. The principle of its design is to
allow the pressure inside and outside the convection cell
to be the same by containing it within a larger pressure
vessel. Some care must be taken to control flow exterior
to the cell, and to provide thermal isolation. The pres-
sure vessel is made of l-in. -thick cold-rolled steel, and is

designed to withstand pressure dil'erences of up to 50 at-
mospheres [13]. It has a cylindrical interior, 16 in. in
length and 15.75 in. in diameter. Two endcaps are bolted
to flanges on the vessel, making an o-ring seal. For visu-
alization, a 2-in. -thick plexiglass window, 11 in. in diame-
ter, is held within each end. cap, and sealed by an o-ring.
The resulting portals permit a circular view of the interi-
or 8.5 in. in diameter.

The cell itself is a cube 15.2 cm on each side, shown in
Fig. 2. The top plate is a copper block held at constant
temperature by a water circulation bath [14]. Two brass
pipes which supply the water pass through the top of the
pressure vessel, and suspend the cell. The bottom plate,
also of copper, is heated electrically with a constant
power [15]. The side walls are made of 1-cm-thick plexi-
glass. The heating power ranges from 1 to 15 W, result-
ing in temperature diN'erences (b, ) from 8 to 25 'C, chosen
such that the midway temperature is not far from room
temperature. The gas surrounding the cell is regulated to
be near room temperature, and cotton batting is used to
impede any motion and increase thermal isolation. A
small hole in the top plate allows the pressure in the
vessel and cell to equilibrate.

To scan Ra we change the density of the gas, varying
the pressure between 0.6 and 18 atm for three difFerent
gases (helium, nitrogen, and sulfur hexafluoride) and stay-
ing far from the critical point of each gas. The resulting
span of Rayleigh number is almost six decades, from
4X10 to 1X10", while the Prandtl number remains
within 5% of 0.7. Experimental values of Ra are calcu-
lated using the pressure and temperature dependence of
the material properties of each gas [16,17], evaluated at
the midway temperature between the plates. Because
these properties are not strongly dependent on tempera-

FIG. 1. A diagram of the experimental apparatus for
compressed gas: A, steel pressure vessel; B, endcap; C, plexi-
glass window; D, bolts; E, o ring; F, water supply pipes; and 6,
convection cell.

FIG. 2. A diagram of the gas convection cell: A, water sup-

ply pipes; B, top plate; C, bottom plate; D, exterior filled with
cotton; E, thermistors on tube (not to scale); and E, translation
stage. The arrows are drawn to indicate the direction of the
large scale circulation near the plates.

ture, the precision in Ra in about 10%. Our experiments
are thus within the Boussinesq approximation [18],which
assumes that all material properties of the fluid except for
the density are temperature independent. We therefore
measure only in the upper half of the cell, while verifying
that in the bulk that ( T ) —T„+b, l2.

The temperature in the cell is measured with uncoated
metal oxide thermistors [19] about 200 pm in diameter,
with 50-pm-thick leads, and a room-temperature resis-
tance of approximately 20 kQ. These probes are attached
by 250-pm manganin support wires to a 0.9-mm-diameter
thin stainless-steel tube, within which the signal wires are
passed. The typical Reynolds number of the tube in the
flow is about 10, thus a small perturbation. We also ar-
range the temperature probes so that they are upstream
of the tube and wires. The probes are moved by attach-
ing the rube to an electronically controlled microtransla-
tional stage [20] through a small hole in the center of the
top plate. This stage has a total travel of 25.4 mm, with a
positional accuracy of 4.0 pm. Typically three thermis-
tors are spaced vertically by about 25 mm (as shown in
Fig. 2), thus covering the cell from the top plate (z =0
mm} to the center (z =76 mm).

The thermistor resistance is measured with an ac-
driven (1—3 kHz, 0.1 V,} Wheatstone bridge and a
lock-in amplifier [21]. The ofF-balance voltage of the
bridge, ranging from 50 pV to 2 mV peak to peak, is
demodulated by the lock-in ampli6er, digitized by a spec-
trum analyzer [22], and stored on disk as a time series.
Sampling times range from 1 msec at the highest Ra to
100 msec for the lowest value. The duration of an indivi-
dual time series at each height varied from 15 min to
several hours, depending on Ra.
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B. The thermal boundary layer

We study the top boundary layer by varying the dis-
tance of the probe from the plate. Measuring the fluc-
tuating temperature at each point, we obtain profiles of
the mean (( T ) ), root mean squared (RMS) (8), and skew-
ness (Sj. Examples of such profiles are shown in Fig. 3. It
is evident from the mean profile that about half of the to-
tal temperature difference 5, is confined to a region near
the plate, the thermal boundary layer. The z dependence
of the mean is linear close to the plate, and extrapolates
to the plate temperature at z =0. We define the boundary
layer thickness A,,b in the following way: A,,b is the dis-
tance at which the extrapolation of the linear portion of
the mean profile equals the central mean temperature.
The mean is linear for about 60% of the thickness of the
thermal layer, and the error on A,,b due to the extrapola-
tion is about 0.2 mm. A plot of A.tz vs Ra is shown in Fig.
4. For Ra) 2X10, we find

Ra
—0.29+0.01

th

The most striking feature of the RMS profile is its
well-defined maximum, with a smooth tail extending to
the center of the cell (as in Fig. 3). We discuss this tail in
Appendix A. For Ra) 2X10, the maximum is located
at A,,l, ', for Ra(2X10, it is slightly closer to the plate.
This maximum at A,,s shows that the thermal layer is not
a static conducting layer, but a strongly fluctuating struc-
ture, as observed in visualizations.

The skewness is defined as S=—((T (T ) ) ) /—
((T (T) ) ) /—; it is dimensionless. It reaches a broad
extremum in the region outside the thermal boundary
layer (Fig. 3). The details of the skewness profile are dis-
cussed in Appendix A.

The Nusselt number (Nu) is defined as the ratio of the
actual heat Sux through the cell (J) to the conductive
heat Sux for the same temperature difference b, . It is

~ ~ ~ I
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FIG. 4. The thermal boundary layer thickness A,,1, (circles),
the position of the maximum cutoff frequency A. (squares), and
the position of maximum skewness A,,1, (diamonds) vs Ra. The
line drawn for A,,& corresponds to Ra; the line for A, corre-
sponds to Ra

written Nu= JL /yh, where g is the thermal conductivi-
ty, and I. is the height. Because of the lack of thermal
isolation in our apparatus, we cannot measure J. Howev-
er, the heat flux is also given locally by the temperature
gradient at the wall: Jl =y(BT/Bz) ~„z,. The definition
of A,,b leads to (BT/Bz) ~„~=6,/(2A, ,l, ). We thus write a
pointwise Nusselt number as N ~u,

=L 2/A, , ;saveraging
this over the whole plate will yield the total Nusselt num-
ber Nu„,. For Ra&2X10, we find, at the center of the
plate,

Nu =0 1SRapt ~

Convection experiments in low temperature helium gas
measured the total heat flux in a cell of aspect ratio 1,
and found
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ted in Fig. 5. From this we conclude that the pointwise
flux at the center characterizes the total flux for Ra & 10,

FIG. 3. The temperature mean (black dots), RMS (white
dots), and skewness (squares) profiles vs z/L, for SF6 at
Ra=3.5X10 and 6-19 C; L =15.2 cm. The mean is normal-
ized as (( T)—T„~)/5,so that the top plate and midway tem-
peratures are zero and 0.5, respectively. The lines drawn indi-
cate the linear dependence near the plate and saturation value
of &T&.
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which means that L /2k,
„

is a good approximation of the
total Nusselt number.

III. THE LARGE SCALE CIRCULATION

The origin of the large scale circulation in turbulent
convection is unexplained. Its presence most certainly
affects the state of turbulence, and may be the reason for
the —,'scaling of the thermal boundary layer. We might
even argue that large scale flows introduce a nonuniversal
aspect to turbulence, which could be the most fundamen-
tal new development in this field. We therefore wanted to
measure the Ra dependence of the velocity near the plate.
However, a fluctuating velocity in a nonisothermal fluid
is notoriously difficult to measure. The measurements of
mean velocity which have been made in turbulent con-
vection use two temperature probes placed along the
sidewalls of the cell, and measure the mean delay time of
the fluctuations [3,6]. This technique is impractical near
the fluctuating boundary layer due to the motion of
thermal plumes perpendicular to the mean flow. By
studying convection in water, at a larger Prandtl number
than gas, we give up a large range of Ra in exchange for
the capacity to measure velocity by visual techniques.
The efFects of the Prandtl number are discussed in Ap-
pendix B. We describe first the measurement of velocity
in water, then an indirect method which can be used in
gas.

A. Experimental setup: water

The water cell is a cube 18.3 cm high, with glass
sidewalls allowing visual access; it is described in a previ-
ous paper [12]. In this experiment, Ra= 1.1 X 10 and
Pr=6.6. We measure the velocity as a function of dis-
tance z from the center of the plate using the pH dye
technique [23]. A pH indicator, thymol blue sodium salt,
is dissolved in water at a concentration of 0.02% by
weight, with NaOH added to increase the available elec-
trolytes. The indicator is dark blue for pH above 9.6
(basic}, and yellow orange at lower pH. The solution is ti-
trated just below pH 8 with HC1. By passing a current
through electrodes in the cell, the pH is increased in the
neighborhood of the cathode (positive}, causing the indi-
cator to change color in that region. The formation of
gas bubbles at the cathode can be avoided, if the current is
low enough.

To measure local velocity, we use the bare tip of a coat-
ed 150-pm-thick manganin wire as the cathode, and one
of the plates as the anode. The wire is moved below the
top plate by a stainless-steel tube 190 pm in diameter,
which has an estimated Reynolds number in the flow of'

2. Square pulses typically 5 V in amplitude and —' sec in

duration are sent through the wire, marking the ffuid in
the vicinity of the wire tip with blue dye. We evaluate
the velocity at the wire tip by measuring the distance that
the dyed fluid travels in one second; the motion is ob-
served to be uniform for at least this interval [12]. The
resulting measurement is of the component of velocity
normal to the line of sight.

The dyed fluid is imaged by a CCD camera against a
difruser illuminated by a sodium vapor lamp to improve

contrast. The video output of the camera is then digi-
tized by computer. The real-time display on the comput-
er is stopped 1 sec after the pulse is applied to the wire,
and a human operator records the position of the dark
blob on the screen using a mouse. The velocity is mea-
sured every 3 sec with this technique, and a typical time
series lasts from 15 to 30 min, limited by operator fatigue.

---- —&gaussian fit

horizontal

0.01

-0.8 -0.6 -0.2

Velocity [cm/s]

FIG. 6. Histograms of the vertical and horizontal velocities
for water at Ra=1.1X10 and 6=10 C, at z/I =0.033; the
thick line is a fitted Gaussian distribution.

B. Velocity near the mall

Using this technique we measure the fluctuating veloci-

ty in the vertical and horizontal directions as a function
of height [12]. The histograms of the horizontal velocity
are Gaussian through most of the cell; an example is
shown in Fig. 6. The mean horizontal velocity U is plot-
ted vs height in Fig. 7. Its dependence on z is linear close
to the plate, extrapolating to zero at z =0. We define the
thickness of the viscous boundary layer A,„asthe point at
which the extrapolation of the linear part of the profile
equals the maximum velocity of U. We find that
A,„=3.8+0.4 mm. Further away from the plate, the ve-

locity U reaches a maximum at 9+2 mm. This means
that the large scale circulation produces a jet along the
plate, with its maximum velocity at about 5% of the cell
height L.

The vertical velocity histograms are also Gaussian and
centered close to zero, except near the boundary, where
there is a skewness towards movement away from the
plate, as shown in Fig. 6. The mean vertical velocity V is
less than 10% of of the horizontal mean U at all heights.
For z/L -0.4—0.6, we find that U and Yare small com-

pared to the velocity fluctuations, and the histograms of
the vertical and horizontal velocities have the same
shape: the velocity field is homogeneous and isotropic in
this region.

We also measure the local temperature fluctuations
and their position dependence, as descr'ibed in a previous

paper [12]. From this we find that A,,h=1.9+0.3 mm,

and Nup, =48+6. By looking at the power spectrum of
the temperature fluctuations in water, we discovered a
fingerprint of the velocity field.
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FIG. 7. Profile of the mean horizontal velocity for water at
Ra=1.1X10; the arrow in the inset indicates the edge of the
viscous boundary layer.

FIG. 9. Profiles of the cutoff frequency (black dots) and the
mean horizontal velocity (white squares) for water at
Ra=1.1X10 .

C. The cutofF frequency in water and gas

We measure the position of the maximum velocity with
a single temperature probe by using the Fourier power
spectrum of the fluctuating temperature. The power
spectrum has been the subject of much previous research
in turbulent convection [24]. In our experiments, we not-
ed as an inconvenience that the spectral extent of the
temperature fluctuations changed with the height of the
probe. We define the cutoQfrequency (f, ) as the frequen-
cy where the power spectrum of the signal intersects the
noise level of the experiment, as indicated for water in
Fig. 8. This is a somewhat arbitrary but reproducible
measure of the high frequency extent of the spectrum; the
signal-to-noise ratio is approximately constant during
measurements. In water, we find that f, reaches a max-
imum at a position A, outside the thermal boundary lay-
er. By plotting the profile of f, with height, we find that
it parallels the mean velocity profile, and that the loca-
tion of the maximum cutoff frequency, A, —10 mm, cor-
responds to the location of the maximum velocity of the
large scale circulation, as shown in Fig. 9.

10'

1O
t

Having made this association in water, we return to
gas. We measure f, as a function of height at each Ra
and find that, for Ra)1X10, each profile reaches a
well-defined maximum at some position A, . A typical
profile is shown in Fig. 10, for Ra= 1.0X10" [25]. We
plot A, against Ra in Fig. 4, along with the thermal
boundary layer thickness. One immediately sees that the
two lengths become separated for Ra)2X107, by as
much as a factor of 7 for Ra-10 . In addition, the Ra
dependence of A, changes at Ra=2X10. There is
clearly something to be learned from the interplay of
these two lengths.

The actual value of the maximum cutofF frequency,
f,MAx, increases with Ra, as shown in Fig. 11. The
significance of this increase is discussed below. With
both the value of the maximum and its position, we can
normalize the profiles at each Ra, and plot f, If,M~ vs
z IA, , as shown in Fig. 12. All of the profiles fall onto a
similar curve, leading us to the conclusion that the shape
of the f, profile is also a physical measurement of the
flow. We do not have an interpretation for this shape, al-
though it qualitatively resembles the mean velocity
profile.
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FIG. 8. The temperature power spectrum P (f) at
z/L =0.08, for water at Ra=1.1 X 10; the arrow indicates the
cutoff frequency.
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FIG. 10. Profile of the cutoff frequency for gas at
Ra= 1.0X 10"
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We can justify the observed relation between the veloc-
ity maximum and the cutoff frequency maximum in the
following way. We know that the large scale circulation
supplies the dominant mean velocity (U) in the region
close to the plates; U must be zero at the plate and at the
center of the cell, and therefore must have a maximum in
between. Near the top plate, where our measurements
are made, boundary layer detachments are advected past
the detector, producing sharp Quctuations toward lower
temperatures. The temporal width of these peaks in the
time series is determined by two things: the spatial width
of the gradient in the detachments (A}, and their advec-
tion speed (U). The higher frequencies of the power spec-
trum originate in the narrower peaks. The cutofi' fre-
quency is then written as f, —UIA. Based on observa-
tion we know that the typical length scale for detach-
ments near the boundary layer is independent of height,
and is approximately A,,h [26]. Therefore f, —UIA, ,„,and
U and f, are maximum at the same height.

We observe a well-defined scaling of the magnitude of
f,MAx which confirms this reasoning. We find that

L 2
fcMAX p 7sgp p3

from Ra=4X10 to the highest Rayleigh number we at-
tained (1 X 10"), as shown in Fig. 13. We derive this ex-

ponent using the experimental scalings of the thermal
boundary layer and the mean advection velocity [3]:

U Ra ~&I &4
1/2

f MAX —2/7 Ra
Ra

This exponent (0.786) is in agreement with the observed
one [27].

IV. DISCUSSION

Let us discuss the temperature and velocity measure-
ments in gas. Having measured the dependence of A,

and A,,h on the Rayleigh number, we divide the measure-
ments into three regimes (see Fig. 4}. In the lowest re-
gime (Ra & 2X10 ), we find k -}1,,„,suggesting that both

length scales are determined by the same physical pro-
cess. The other regimes, were A,,h-Ra, are charac-
terized by a gap that opens between the two length scales,
due to the dependence of A, on Ra. In one regime
(2X10 &Ra&2X10 }, }I, -const, at about 4% of the
cell height. Since the magnitude of the circulation veloci-

ty increases as U-Ra'/ [3],the Reynolds number of this
layer,

Re&= Uk /v,

increases with Ra. We estimate Re& to go from 50 at
Ra=2X10 to about 600 at Ra=2X10 [11].

Finally, in the highest Ra regime (Ra) 2X 10 ), }I, de-

creases as Ra . If we approximate this as
-Ra ', it implies that Re& remains at 600 as Ra in-

creases. Reynolds numbers of this order are typical of
turbulent boundary layers. However, we are unaware of
any observation of a turbulent boundary layer which ad-

justs its thickness to maintain a constant Reynolds num-

ber. Let us remark that in our case the boundary condi-
tion for the forcing velocity far from the wall is not well

defined; it is certainly not the boundary condition of a
turbulent wind tunnel. The origin and stability of the
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large scale flow is thus at the core of the problem of
thermal turbulence.

Because our measurement of the maximum velocity is
indirect, we should be somewhat cautious about our in-
terpretation. A different interpretation [28] is that the
observed decrease of A, for Ra&2X10 is due to a tur-
bulent mixing length z„defined by Re,„,=Uz, /v; this
mixing shreds the boundary layer detachments. The po-
sition of maximum velocity does not change at Ra-10,
and has only a weak dependence on Ra, but the length
scale A of the detachments is ill defined for all z &z, .
Thus the maximum velocity would not be measured via
the cutoff frequency, which relies on f, —U/A. The lo-
cation of f,MAx then occurs at the mixing distance
z, =(v/U)Re, „,-Ra '/; in our case Re,„,=600. One
of our diSculties with this explanation is that it does not
account for the observation that f,M~ continues to scale
as Ra""4.

Another possible interpretation also involves mixing
due to a turbulent Reynolds number, by estimating the
velocity fiuctuations [29]. The common element in these
interpretations is that for Ra&2X109, A, is character-
ized by a constant Re&, independent of Ra. This indi-
cates that mechanical turbulence is beginning to play a
role in turbulent convection.

In conclusion, for Ra&2X10, A, decreases faster
than A,,h, which implies that the two will cross for Ra
above 10' . We suspect that the crossing wiH change the
scaling of the thermal layer, for the following reason: the
fact that the velocity maximum is characterized by a tur-
bulent Reynolds number means that there is strong mix-
ing at this position. The thermal layer would then be
forced to follow the scaling of A, , giving rise to another
regime beyond the 2/7, or hard turbulence regime. Pos-
tulating that in this regime A,,h-k, implies

Ra'"Pr-'L 1
Pt 2g 3870

This is close to the scaling predicted by Kraichnan for an
eddy-shear-dominated boundary layer at high Ra [30],

but in our case the heat flux would be controlled by the
large scale circulation. Another regime could then arise
when this circulation breaks down. Of course, this is all
pure speculation. The experimental facts are that in heli-
um gas, the 2/7 scaling is observed up to Ra-10' [3].

V. CONCLUSIONS

We study the temperature and velocity fields as a func-
tion of distance from the top plate for turbulent
Rayleigh-Benard convection in two Boussinesq fluids.
We work at two different Prandtl numbers. In water,
where a direct measurement of velocity is possible, we
measure the thermal and viscous boundary layers at
Ra=1X10 . We also define an indirect measurement of
the mean velocity via the cutoff frequency. In gas we
measure the thermal boundary layer thickness directly,
and the position of maximum mean velocity using the
maximum cutoff frequency, for Raleigh numbers span-
ning about five decades up to 10". For Ra) 10, the po-
sition of maximum velocity is well outside of the thermal
boundary layer. Above Ra-10, its position decreases
such that its Reynolds number (about 10 ) is independent
of Ra. Its projected crossing with the thermal layer, at a
Rayleigh number above 10', will change the dynamics of
the heat flux through the cell. In order to obtain con-
crete answers to the questions raised by this paper, we are
developing an experiment in room temperature gas to
visualize the flow near the boundaries of the cell.
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FIG. 14. Temperature histograms for gas at
Ra=4. 8X107, for z/L (z/gh)=0. 004 (0.3);
0.014 (1.0); 0.047 (3.2); 0.072 (5); 0.243 (16.8);
and 0.486 (33.5). The y axis is in arbitrary
units.
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FIG. 16. The RMS pro51es for gas at several values of Ra:
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Outside the thermal boundary layer, the histograms of
temperature fluctuations undergo many changes in shape.
In Fig. 14 we show histograms at several positions in the
cell, for Ra=5X10 . The shapes range from a nearly
Gaussian shape within the thermal layer to an exponen-
tial shape at the center, with the broadest distribution at
the edge of the thermal layer. We focus here on the de-
velopment of the histograms using the RMS and skew-
ness.

I.et us recall that the RMS temperature fluctuations
peak at the edge of the thermal boundary layer (A,,„),and
then decrease further into the bulk of the cell. The value
of the maximum RMS (8M~/4) is about 6%%uo in both gas
and water, and depends very weakly on Ra in gas (de-
creasing approximately as Ra ' for Ra&2X10 ), as
shown in Fig. 15. This means that with increasing Ra,
the size of 8MAx does not decrease as rapidly as k,h, so
that large fluctuations exist at decreasingly smaller dis-
tances. This may ultimately destroy the thermal bound-
ary layer altogether.

The decrease of the RMS outside the thermal layer
suggests a universal curve for the fluctuations, seen by

FIG. 17. The maximum skewness of the temperature fluctua-
tions vs Ra.

plotting 8/8M~ vs z/A, ,h, as shown in Fig. 16. Our mea-
surements can be fit by a power law 8-z~ in both gas
and water; they are also consistent with 8-ln(z) in ap-
proximately the same region [31,32]. In gas, we find
p= —0.72+0.09, a much more rapid decrease than that
predicted by Priestley (p= —

—,') for free convection above
a large heated surface [33]. A —,

' exponent was also pre-
dicted by Kraichnan, but for large Pr; a steeper decrease
was anticipated for Pr=0.7 [30). In water we find
p= —0.80+0.06, about the same exponent as in gas.
These observations suggest that a universal mechanism
exists for the turbulent temperature fluctuations in con-
vection cells of aspect ratio one.

Because of the incomplete thermal isolation in our ex-
periment, small perturbations are introduced which in-
crease as one moves away from the top plate, so that the
RMS temperature at the center of the cell is imprecise.

Outside of the top thermal layer (cold), the tempera-
ture histograms are asymmetrically skewed toward lower
temperatures (see Fig. 14). This indicates that the de-
tachments from the boundary layer are not homogenized;
further into the cell the histograms are symmetrical. We
measure the asymmetry of the histograms around the
mean by calculating the skewness S, defined in the text.
We find that there is a position X,& at which the magni-
tude of the skewness is maximum. This position is
greater than both X and A,,h for all of our measurements,
and changes very little with Ra (A,,k-Ra for
Ra& 10 ). We plot A,,i, against Ra in Fig. 4. The value of
the skewness at A,,& is plotted in Fig. 17; it is always about
—2 (negative skewness corresponds to lower tempera-
ture). The fact that the maximum skewness does not
change much either in position or magnitude as Ra in-
creases, while the size of fluctuations in the bulk is de-
creasing, suggests that the basic mechanism producing
the fluctuations does not change with Ra. To further
connect this observation to the development of the de-
tachments from the thermal boundary layer requires a
model for their growth and propagation away from the
plate.

An additional signature of the large scale circulation is
evident in Fig. 14: there are more warm temperature
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fluctuations near the cold plate than at the center. Thus
the histogram at z/L-S%%uo extends further toward the
warm than the histograms at 25% or 50%. We conclude
that these fluctuations are carried by the circulation
along the walls of the cell.

APPENDIX B: PRANDTL NUMBER ErrXCTS

The difflculty in measuring Prandtl number (Pr) depen-
dence in turbulent convection is due to the fact that it de-
pends only on the properties of the fluid (but not on den-
sity}, and thus cannot be varied substantially except by
changing fluids. By definitio Pr=—v/sc, where v is the ki-
nematic viscosity and sc is the thermal diffusivity of the
fluid. By comparing our two convection experiments at
the same Ra, for Pr=0.7 (gas) and 6.6 (water), we get
some idea of the effects of Pr. Table I summarizes the
measurements we have made in the two experiments at
Ra=1 X 109.

In general, the effect of decreasing Pr at the same Ra is
to increase the Nusselt number by increasing the Rey-
nolds numbers of the flow. We Snd that Nu increases
from Pr=6.6 to Pr=0.7, consistent with the scaling
Nu-Pr ', a prediction which appears in tandem with
Nu-Ra / in all models for hard turbulent convection to
date [2,9,32]. However this scaling is not supported by
earlier studies which include mercury (Pr-0. 02) [34]. It
is not known if either Nu-Ra or a large scale flow
occur in mercury.

Outside of the thermal boundary layer, we observe a
thermal inversion in the bulk of the cell at Pr=6.6 [12],
in agreement with other experiments on water [31,35].
However, we do not observe such an inversion for
Pr-0. 7 at any Ra.

There are also measurements which are the same for
the two Pr we have studied. The maximum RMS tem-
perature (8M~x/6) is about 6%%uo of the total temperature
dil'erence 5 in both experiments (as well as for all
Ra & 2X 107 at Pr=0.7}. The dependence of the RMS on
z outside the thermal layer, whether flt as a power law z~
or as ln(z), is approximately the same at both Pr; for the
case of the power law we have found P- —

—,'. In addi-
tion, the position of the velocity maximum A, is about
S%%uo of L, a much smaller percentage of the height than
had been supposed [9,36]. The dependence of Reynolds
number and of OMAx on Pr have also not been predicted
by the current models. Clearly more work is needed to
elucidate the role of Pr in turbulent convection.

APPENDIX C: ADVEC. 1IVE HEAT TRANSPORT

0.8

perature

0.05

In the regions of the cell away from the walls, advec-
tion is the most important means of heat transport. The
total heat flux through the cell is related to how this
transport is organized by the dynamics of the convective
state. By making simultaneous measurements of temper-
ature and velocity in water, as shown in Fig. 18, we study
the advective transport. Because the heat flux through
any horizontal plane in the cell is the same, local mea-
surements made along the center axis pertain to the dis-
tribution of global transport. The vertical heat flux per
unit time is written as J(z)=pC&(w5T) —yB(T)/dz,
where w (z, t) is the vertical component of the fluctuating
velocity, and 5T(z, t) is the variation of the temperature
from the mean [37]. We neglect 8( T ) IBz in the bulk re-
gion, and measure the change in convective transport
(w5T) with position.

Our measurements are made in water at Ra= 1.1 X 109,
at heights (z/L): 0.016, 0.137, 0.383, and 0.492. The ve-

locity is measured using the pH technique described in
the text, and local temperature is measured as in the gas.
The electrode for the velocity measurement and thermis-
tor are 2 mm apart, so that the velocity is approximately
the same at both detectors [12]. For z/L —1.6%, which
is about 1.5A,,h, we flnd that the convective heat flux is
approximately equal to the heat flux at the wall (the
pointwise Nusselt number). From 14 to 49% of the cell
height L, however, the convective heat flux is less than
S%%uo of the heat flux at the wall. This means that most of
the heat is being transported along the sides of the cell.
Thus although the vertical heat flux at the center is still
substantial at a few boundary layer thicknesses from the
plate, it is neghgible in the central region.

We can begin to study the dynamics of advective heat
transport in the simultaneous traces of temperature and
velocity. At z/L —1.6%, there is a correlation between
peaks in the vertical velocity and temperature traces. At
z/L —14%, strong temperature fluctuations correspond
to velocity fluctuations, but there are also prominent
peaks in the velocity trace with no accompanying oc-
currence in the temperature (Fig. 18). This is due to the
fact that the velocity field is smoother than the tempera-
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TABLE I. A comparison of the two experiments at
Ra=1X10 . CJ
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FIG. 18. Simultaneous traces of temperature and velocity
(vertical and horizontal) at z/L =0.137, for water at
Ra=1.1X10 .
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ture field [12]; there are eddies larger than the plumes.
At both positions, the horizontal velocity is correlated
with the temperature such that fluid warmer than aver-
age is moving faster than average. At z/L -38 and 49%,
peaks in one trace (temperature, vertical or horizontal ve-

locity) almost always coincide with peaks in other traces.
However, warm fiuid does not necessarily rise nor does
cold fluid always fall. In conclusion, the temperature
fluctuations are driving the flow within 15%%uo of the plate,
but velocity fluctuations also occur in this region without
a temperature signature. In the central region of the cell,
the temperature behaves as a passive scalar.

APPENDIX D: HEAT TRANSPORT:
LARGE SCALE FLOW OR THERMAL PLUMES'

Nu, =0.27
L

(axe/y )'i (D I)

where L is the height of the convection cell, ~ is the
thermal difFusivity, and xo is the distance along the plate
from some effective starting point of the boundary layer,
the downstream distance. Note that although y is con-
stant along the plate (in x), the thickness of the thermal
boundary layer (and Nu&, =L/2A, ,h} depends on xo. The
coeScient 0.27 comes from the requirement that

Any attempt to understand the scaling Nu-Ra
must begin by addressing the question: how is heat trans-
ported out of the thermal layer? The model of Shraiman
and Siggia [9] employs a local relationship between the
heat flux and the advection of heat by the large scale cir-
culation. Their assumption is that the heat flux into the
thermal layer at each point along the plate is carried
completely by the mean flow. In this appendix we will re-
view their assumptions and results, and discuss relevant
experiments. Using our measurements of the thermal
boundary layer and the velocity profile at the center of
the cell, we check their assumption, finding that the heat
flux cannot be completely advected by the flow. Our
measurements are made in water for Ra=1X10, within
the regime in which the 2/7 scaling is observed [4,31].

To begin with, the z axis is perpendicular to the plate,
and the x axis is along it. The shear at the plate is
defined as y=(BU/Bz)~, c, where Uis the mean velocity
in the x direction. The assumptions made are that y does
not change along the plate (in x), that the velocity profile
is linear close to the plate (leading to U=yz), and that
the thermal boundary layer occurs within this linear
dependence. These assumptions imply that the heat
which has come in through the plate must be carried hor-
izontally by the mean fiow. The result is a local relation
between heat fiux and shear at the plate:

(T —Tto }/b,~0.5 asz~ac.
In our experiment on water at Ra=1X10, we mea-

sure both Nu~, and U(z) at the center of the plate. To
calculate y from our measurements, we first recall that
the large scale circulation in a cubic cell travels a1ong the
diagonal [12,26]. Our measurements of U, shown in Fig.
7, are made parallel to the side walls as described in Sec.
III. Multiplying these measured velocities by ~2, we find
y= 1.88 sec '. We also measure Nu~, —50 [12]. Putting
these numbers into Eq. (Dl), we calculate xo to be about
1 —2 cm, a very small number considering that the flow
sweeps across the whole plate. Althou h we do not mea-
sure xo, we would expect xc-L X 2/2 (about 13 cm)
for measurements made at the center of the plate. Using
xo —13 cm in Eq. (Dl) gives Nu&, -23, half of the mea-
sured flux. Thus the large scale circulation is too weak to
balance the actual heat flux, contrary to the hypothesis
used to derive the 2/7 scaling [9].

If the total heat is not carried by the shear, ~here does
it goT It must then be carried normal to the plate, by
thermal plumes and other active detachments. Transport
normal to the plate can only be included if y depends ex-
plicitly on x [38]. Local measurements of y and A, u, at
difFerent positions along the plate is, to our knowledge,
an untouched area in the study of thermal turbulence.

In a recent experimental paper, in which the local
thickness of the thermal layer was measured with an opti-
cal technique, a different approach is taken to testing Eq.
(Dl) [31,32]. The constant coeflicient in the equation is
fit to the data as 0.66, instead of the value 0.27 used here.
They confirm the dependence Nup, —y', but have aver-

aged out the x dependence of their local heat flux mea-
surements. A more stringent check of the assumptions
leading to Eq. (Dl) would be to test the local prediction
Nu -x-'".

pt 0
Experimental evidence for the importance of plumes in

the heat flux was seen in the enhanced shear experiments
of Solomon and Gollub [4]. For Ra-10 -10, they
artificially impose a large scale flow in a water convection
cell. They find that the imposed circu1ation balances the
heat flux into the cell, but the imposed shear velocities
are larger than the naturally occurring large scale circu-
lation. More importantly, for cases in which this balance
was realized, a complete suppression of boundary layer de
tachments was observed. The natural large scale circula-
tions coexists with the emission of plumes, and the quan-
titative comparison presented above indicates that both
advection (horizontal) and plumes (vertical) are impor-
tant to the principle which determines the boundary layer
thickness. In order to uncover this principle, we should
begin by addressing the origin of the large scale circu1a-
tion itself.
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